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INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of the law of effect, psychologists have been
investigating a number of the parameters of reinforcing stimuli.

The

law of effect states that a response is learned, or not learned, depending
upon the events (effects) that follow it.

To evaluate the aspects of

reinforcing stimuli. typically an organism is deprived of food or water
and an increase in the probability or speed of a response is noted when
small amounts of food or water are made to follow a response.

Using this

type of paradigm, characteristics of reinforcing stimuli which have been
investigated are number of reinforcers, schedule of reinforcement, magnitude
of reinforcement, and their effects on rate of responding and resistance
to extinction.
There have been many behavioral la,vIS formulated by similar systematic
approaches mentioned above.

One is that given two altern'1tive.' paths

through a maze to a goal, an animal will learn to take the shortest path
to the goal (Yoshioka� 1929).
will tend to be emitted.

In other words, the least effortful response

However,

�m

reported in a study by Jensen (1963).

apparent exception to this 12"J was
In his study animals seemingly

preferred a more effortful response to obtain a reinforcero

S:pecifically,

rats preferred to press a bar for reinforcement rather than eating:pellets
from a cup loc�ted in the chamber.
If we accept Jensen's data (1963), there are two ways to rationalize
the results.

The first explanation of hAbit strength is the one that

Jensen himself also proposes.

The h;,bit strength interpretation states

that behavior "lhich h.<>s been heavily strengthened becomes prepotent.

A
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second interpretation is that the stinmli associated "t-Jith bar pressing
such as the sound of the pellet dispenser click. etc. have become powerful
secondary ( conditioned ) reinforcers.

The cumulative effect of the conditioned

reinforcers associated with bar pressing help to maintain the preference
for bar pressing over eatj.ng from a free food cup.
A::conditioned reinforcer (secondary reinforcer ) has been typically
defined as a stimulus, which through repeated pairings with one that is
primarily reinforcing. that will acquire reinforcing properties by itself.
Primary reinforcers are ones which satisfy a basic need ( food, v.rater, sex)
or electrica.l stimulation of the brain.
When Jensen (1963) reported his findings, the results indicated that
rats prefer to bar press rather than freeload as a function of the number
of reinforced bar presses.

Freeloading was operationally defined as eating

from a full food cup lOCClted in the chamber as opposed to pressing a bar
for reinforcementQ

After the animal had had some past history in receiving

food pellets following

a

bar press response, the animal was given a choice

of eating food pellets from a food cup in the chamber or eating pellets
earned by bar pressing.

Jensen found that after 1280 reinforced h?r presses

the animals a.te 80 % of all pellets from bar pressing.

In the entire study

there were rats 1vith past histories of 40 , 80 , 160 , 320, 640 , and 1280
reinforced bar presses before the administration of the one choice period.
The animals in groups 40 , 80 , 160 , 32 0 , and 640 ate 20 %, 35%. 40 %, 1�5%,

50% respectively of all pellets from bar pressing.
These particular results need to be evaluated in terms of previous
studies concerned with reinforcement.

Bersh (1951) and Miles (1956) and

the classic study of Perin (1942) ,and Williams (1938) have reported
(

asymptotic functions related to the number of reinforcers.

Bersh (1951)

3
and ltTiles (1956) have conducted studies determining the effectiveness of
conditioned reinforcers as a function of the number of pairings l-Jith the
primary reinforcer.

Both found that the effectiveness of the secondary

reinforcers is asymptotic after 10 0 pairings with the primary reinforcer.
Perin and Williams' data. showed that the number of extinction trials
varied as a function of the number of original reinforcements under two
levels of drive but both reached an asymptote after 10 0 repetitions.
In other words, response strength reached a limiting value after varying
numbers of reinforced acquisition trials.

These four studies are in direct

contradiction with the reinforcing functions found in Jensen's study.
Another aspect of Jensen's study (1963) which is contradictory to
previous studies concerns the difference betvJeen conditioned and unconditioned
reinforcers in terms of their reinforcing properties.

According to

Jensen's results (1963), secondary reinforcers were stronger than primary
reinforcers; the rsts preferred to obtain food in a more-effortful ,.;ray.
Kelleher and Gollub (1962) in their review of the litera.ture in this area
have concluded that in all cases unconditioned reinforcers have b�en more
effective as reinforcers than conditioned ones.
The purpose of the present study reported in this paper was to investi
gate the variables influencing the preference for bar pressing over free·
loading.

First an attempt was made to directly replicate the original

Jensen study (1963).

Since the maximum effect

1-1,<1S

observed to occur after

the animals had m2de 1280 reinforced bar presses on a continuous reinforce
ment schedule. E only replicated this part of the original study.

Then

several systematic manipulations of variables were performed in order to
possibly magnify ;:my of the variables that i,;ere responsible for the effect.
Specific!>lly these variables were the number of bar presses initiating a
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session, the effects of having more than ,just the one choice period for
each S, the schedule of reinforcement before and after the choice periods,
the body weight of 5s t a.nd the number of food pellets in the freeloading

METHOD
Subjects
Six naive male albino rats served as subjects.

The subjects "Tere

approximately 140 d ays old at the beginning of the stud y.
Apparatus
There vrere two test chambers used iYl the study.

Test chamber #1

was the one used in Experiment No. 1 and NOe 3, and test chamber #2
WaS the one used in Experiment No. 2.

Test chamber 11 was 12 in. by

13t in. by 13 in. ; the manipulandum 1.;as a recessed T-bar one inch across
which was attached to a microswitch.
floor.

The bar was 4 in. from the grid

Test chamber #2 was 12 in. by 12 in. by lIt in. ; the manipuland um

was the stand ard Lehigh Valley lever for rats which "V!as one inch across
and also attached to a mi-croswitch.
floor.

The bar was 4t in. from the grid

There was a sloping clear p18.stic avoidance fixture in chamber

#2 which had its lowest point 2 in. above the bar.
15 grams of pressure to operate.

Both bars required

Reinforcement in both chambers was

delivered by a pellet dispenser automatically programmed by a series
of relays and a variable interval timer.
matically by cumulative recorders.

Responses "VJere recorded auto

The session lengths "VJere determined

by electric timers.' The freeloading food cups used in the stud y were a
circular cup

"Vn th

a 3 in. d iameter and l�c in. d eep at its deepest point

and a rectangular cup 2t in .. by 2 in. by It in.

The pellets delivered

from the pellet d ispenser and the pellets placed in the food cups were
both 45

mg.

Noyes pellets.

The freeloading food cups were securely

fastened to the grid of the chamber by fuse clips.
5

EXPERIMENT NO. 1
Pre-Experimental Proced ure
The deprivation regime and ::baping proced ure "tlTas a direct replic!'tion
of Jensen's proced ure (1963).
TheSs

(F. L. 1 and F. L. 2).

lab checkers for ten d ays.

Two

male albino rats served as subjects

were given 10 grams of finely ground Purina

'rhey were fed at the same time each d ay.

The

experimental sessions IlTere begun one hour previous to the sched uled feeding
time of the animal.

The food was placed in the same cup that was the free

load ing cup during experimental sessions.

The animals on d ay 11 were magazine

trained by placing them in the test chamber for 25 minutes during which
they received 50 pellets delivered by the pellet d ispenser every 30 seconds.
One half hour after the sessions wel"e over, Ss were given the 10 grams of finely
ground lab checkers minus the weight of the pellets received in the magazine
training.

Using the method of success:i.ve apnroximation, S\s 1<Tere shaped to

bar press on the 12th d ay.

After shaping was completed, Ss tlTere al101lTed

to make 40 reinforced presses and then returned to their home cages.

The Ss

were fed 10 grams minus the weight of the pellets used in shaping plus the
40 rewarded presses.

On days 13 and 14, Ss mad e 120 reinforced presses and

then were returned to their home cages.

Again Ss·were given finely ground

lab checkers so that their d;ily ration was 10 grams.

DUring days 15 through

20 the animals �lTere reinforced for 160 bar presses and the ration

CJa.S

ad justed to equal intake on days 13 and 14.
Experimental Procedure
Phase I:

Beginning on the 21st d ay,

Ss

made 40 reinforced bar presses,

then the apparatus was turned off and the freeload ing food cup containing
250 pellets "Tas inserted.

The food cup was securely fastened to the grid
6
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and placed in the furthermost corner from the bar.

After S5 had eaten at

least two pellets from the cup, the houselight and apparatus were turned on.
The choice period (choice of eating from the food cup or pressing the bar
for reinforcement ) of 40 minutes began.

As soon as the 4 0 minute choice

period was over, E immediately removed S from the chamber.

The only difference

between the procedure in the present study and Jensen's procedure was that
the bar was not covered during the 25 minute magazine training.

After the

direct replication was attempted, 5s were run two more days 1�th the 40 bar
presses initiating the session and then the food cup being added immediately
after the bar presses.
Phase II:

A

systematic replication waS made at this point by initi.<'ting

the session with 80 bar presses.
Phase III:
in the food cup.

This was repeated for three sessions.

Sessions were initiated with 80 bar presses with 500 pellets
This last manipUlation was performed in order to determine

if the animal wps actually exhibiting a preference for bar pressing over
freeloading or merely pressing the bar only after it had eaten all the pellets
in

the food cup.
In summary the phases were as follmo1s:

Phase 1---40 minute choice period / continuous schedule of reinforcement
40 bar presses initiating the session / 250 pellets in the freeloading
cup
three sessions
Phase 11---40 minute choice period / continuous schedule of reinforcement
80 bar presses initiating the session / 250 pellets in the freeloading
cup
three sessions
Phase 111---40 minute choice period / continuous schedule of reinforcement
80 bar presses initiating the session / 500 pellets in the freeloading
cup
t.hree sessions
Results and Discussion

8
As seen in Fig. 1, there was not much evidence of bar pressing by
F. L. 1 during choice periods.

In two sessions the animal pressed the bar

while there were still pellets in the food cup.

In one session

ljJhen there

were 500 pellets in the food cup, the animal ate 227 pellets from the freeload
ing cup and pressed the bar 4 times.

In the other session, the anima.l ate

222 pellets from the food cup which contained 250 pellets and pressed the
bar 9 times.

All of the bar presses that usually occurred followed a long

pause after the animal had et'!.ten all of the pellets from the food cup.
In all cases where it is indicated that the animal did not eat all of the

250 pellets but "ras very close to 250 pellets (240 to 250), these few pellets
can be accounted for in that several were dropped on the floor of the chamber.
Wi th

F. L. 2 there was evidence of bar pressing during choice periods

three times as seen in Fig. 1 on days 7, 8, and 9.
occurred with the 500 pellets in the food cup.
pressing that occured was within the range of

All of these occasions

However, all of the bar

.6%

to

4%

(the percentages

indicate the number of all of the pellets received by bar pressing from the
total number eaten ) .

In these three cases, the bar pressing occurred at the

very- end of the 40 minute choice period as shown by the cumuliotive record
indicating that the animal had eaten the pellets from the food cup, began
moving around the chamber, and then began pressing the bar.

The bar presses

did not occur in rapid succession but long pauses intervened between
individual bar presses.
As seen in F ig. I, the animals pressed the ba.r more times when there
were 250 pellets in the food cup.

The initiating bar presses seemed to have

no effect on the number of bar presses emitted per 40 mj,nute choice period.
As indicated in the last manipUlation of the experiment (see Fig. 1), the
bar pressing decreased considerably for F. L. 2 who had made more bar presses
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Noncumul,"ltive record of the nUr']her of pellsts e"ten by 'I::lar

pressing or from the fret)lo0,ding cup during choice periods of E)�p8ri:"Emt

No.

1.

Phase I included a L�O minute c1loice period with a continuous

schedule of reinforcement.

40 bar p re ss e s initi9,ted the session and

there .,e re 250 p elle ts in the

Phase II included;). i}O
of re:i.nforce':-Jent.
80
b�lr presses initin,ted the session and there vlere 250 p811�ts in the
freeloading cup.
Ph'3se III included fl, l).O m.4.nute choice ped 0-:1 Hi th
freelo,;ding cup.

minute choice period ·,lith a continuous schedulo

a continuous schedule of reinforcenent.

80 b,,!r presses initi�'ted the

sessions and there were 500 pellets in the freeloading cup.

10
than F. L� 1 in the first six sessions.

However, judging from the number

of pellets eaten daily by F. L. 2, the bar presses in sessions 1-6 can be
attributed only to seeking more food after all of' the pellets in the food
cup were eaten and not to ':a preference for receiving pellets by bar pressing.
This was apparent from the cumulative records because the animals pressed
the bar only at the very end of the choice period.
EXPERIlVJENT NO. 2
Pre-Experimental Procedure
During the shaping sessions and throughout the beginning sessions of this
set of experiments, Ss were at 80% of their body v.Jeight.
rats served as subjects (F. Lo 3 and F. L. 4).

Two male albino

Using the met1:lod of successive

. approximation, Ss were shaped to press the bar as soon as their body ,.might
was at 80%.

The animals were then put on a continuous reinforcement schedule

( orf ) of 1200 bar presses (200 per session ) .
Experimental Procedure
Phase I:

Following Crf, a food cup containing 250 pellets was placed

in the chamber in the corner furthermost from the bar.

Then S was placed

in the chamber and as soon as S had eaten several pellets from the freeloading
food CUPt the houselight and apparatus were turned on.

The choice period

of 40 minutes began.

This particular procedure was folloi-Jed for the entire

six dRys for F. L. 4.

F. L. 3' s sessions differed on days 4 and 5 in thAt

500 pellets were phced in the freeloading food cup.
Phase II:

Since body weight was a possible variable related to the

phenomenon of bar pressing in preference to freeloading, body weight was
manipulated.

Both animals were brought up to 85 10 of their body t..reight and

given the same choice period.

11

Phase III:

After three d ays at 85% body weight� Ss were given L�50

reinforced bar presses (150 per session) on a erf schedule.

While on the

erf sched ule, bod y weight was increased to the next percentage qy giving the
animals add itional food in the home cage.
Phase IV:

In the next three sessions. Ss were run at 90% body weight

and given the 40 minute choice period 1,nth the freeload ing food cup in the
chamber.
Phase V:

After three sessions at 90% bod y weight, Ss were given 450

reinforced bar presses (150 per session) on a erf sched ule.

While on the

erf sched ule, body weight was increased to the next percent'?ge by giving
the animals add itional food in the home cage.
Phase VI:

In the next three sessions, Ss were run at 95% bod y weight

and given the 40 minute choice period T.-Tith the freeload ing food cup in the
chamber.
Phase VII:

On

the fourth d ay at 95% bod y weight. 500 pellets were placed

in the freeload ing food CUpe
In summary the phases were as follows:
Phase 1--- 40 minute choice period ! continuous sched ule of reinforcement
250 pellets in the freeloading cup
F. L. 3-seven sessions (500 pellets in the freeloading cup on
d ays 4 and 5)
F. L. 4-six sessions
Phase 11:.:---40 minute choice period ! continuous sched ule of reinforcement
250 pellets in the freeloading cup
85% body weight
three sessions
Phase 111---150 reinforced bar presses! continuous sched ule of reinforcement
three sessions
Phase IV---40 minute choice period ! continuous sched ule of reinforcement
250 pellets in the freeloading cup
90% body weight
three sessions

12
Phase V:---l50 reinforced bar presses/ continuous schedule of reinforcement
three sessions
Phase VI---40 minute choice period/ continuous schedule of reinforcement
250 pellets in the freeloading cup
95% body weight
three sessions
Phase VII---40 minute choice period/ continuous schedule of reinforcement
500 pellets in the freeloading cup
95% body weight
one session
Results and Discussion
As seen in Fig. 2, there was never any indication of preference for
bar pressing over freeloading with F.

L.

3.

When given the choice of eating

from the food cup or pressing the bar for pellets, 5 preferred eating pellets
from the freeloading food cup.
F.

L.

Fig. 3 shows one representative session with

were.

3 when thereA,250 pellets in the freeloading food cup.

This cumulative

record is typical of the maj ority of sessions with other 55 a.lso for it
indicates that bar pressing occurred only at the very end of the

i.}O

minute

choice period 1N'hen all the pellets in the freeloading food cup had been eaten.
No bar pressing occurred when 500 pellets were placed in the food cup; instead,
the animal a.te approximately 370-380 pellets each session.

The cumulative

record when there were 500 pellets in the freeloading food cup is represented
in Figo 4.

When switched back to 250 pellets in the food cup,

pellets and then pressed the bar.

S §l.te

the 250

The cumulative record of this session is

similar to Fig. 3 for bar pressing again occurred at the ve� end of the
session.

At 90% body ,,ye1ght. F.

L.

3 indic'lted a marked tendency to press

the bar more times than at any other body weight.
particular effect is not known.

The reason for this

However, in all cases 5 still ate all

250 pellets in the food cup and then pressed the bar.
As seen in Fig

• .

2, FQ

Lo

4 showed more evidence of preference for bar

Fig. ?:

Nonc:;)"l1J.l'" tive re cord of the
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-
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Fig. 3: Representative cumulative record of
bar presses during a 40 minute choice period
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in the freeloading food cup. The session is
choice period after the 1200 reinforced
bar presses.

o

min.
the number of
of Experiment
were 250 pel ets
the irst
tit
"
•
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•
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o min.

40 min.

Fig. 4: Representative cumulative record of the number of
bar presses during a 40 minute choice period of Experiment
No" 20 The record is for F. L. 3 when there :were 500 pellets
in the freeloading food cup. The session is the fourth choice
period after the 1200 reinforced bar presses.
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pressing over freeloading than any other animal in the entire study.

1 and 2, 56% and 64'% of all pellets eaten were from bar pressing.
Fig.

6

are the cumulative records for the sessions of

eateh:bybar:'pre;yssing.

56%

and

64%

In ses
. sions

Fig. 5 and
of alLpellets

As can be seen by the cumulative record, there was

bar pressing throughout the major part of the sessiono

However, in neither

case was the percentage of preference as high as what Jensen (1963)·tepbrted his
me"n percentage to be.

(After 1280 bar presses, the mean percentage in his

The phenomenon began diminishing with F. L.

study was 80%).

4

after two days

and by the 5th day the animal was eating all of the 250 pellets in the freeloading
food cup.

The cumulative record for the fifth day was similar to Fig. 3.

At 85% body weight on day 8, there was some bar pressing when there were
still pellets in the food cup as
bar pressing.

On

6%

of all pellets eaten ",Tere received by

the last day the animal exhibited no bar pressing when

given the choice of pressing the bar for food or eating all of the pellets
from the food cup.
Since weight of the animals was a possible reason for the bar pressing
effect, the animals' body weight 1'ITaS varied from 80% to 85% to 90% to 95%.
From the results it seems that this was not a significant variable since the
animals chara.cteristically a.te the 250 pellets in the food cup first and
then pressed the bar for additional pellets.

The reason for having Crf

periods between each body weight condition was to maximize the conditioned
reinforcer's effect again.
After testing the variable of weight, the animals were given 500 pellets
in the food cup.

Both animals showed no bar pressing in the last session

which indiCAtes that the animals preferred to eat from the freeloading cup
than press the bar for reinforcement.

,0 min.

o

min.

F'ige

5: Representative cumulative record of the number of
bar presses during a 40 minute choice period of Experiment
No .. 2. The record is for :B'o L. 4 when there were 250 pellets
:Ln the freeloading food cup. The session is the first
choice period after the 1200 reinforced bar presses •

....
o

{
T\Y'W\c..

o

min.

40 min.

Fig. 6: Representative cumulative record of the number of
bar presses during a itO minute choice period of Experiment
No. 2. The record is for F. L. 4 when there were 250 pellets
in the freeloading food cup. The session i.s the second
choice period after the 1200 reinforced b8r presses.

EXPERIMENT NO& 3
The present experiment was initiated because of data reporte d by Ulrich
8.nd Allen (1966) which stated that a preference for bar pressing over free
loading was occurring with an animal that had had a long variable interval
of 30 seconds schedule of reinforcement (VI-30).
Pre-Experimental Procedure
Throughout experiment no .. 3, 5s were at 80% of their body "toJeight.
Two male albino rats served as subjects (F. L. 5 and F. L. 6).

After initial

shaping, each bar press was reinforced on a Crf schedule until 1200 reinforced
bar presses had occurred... (200 per session).
of

Following Crf, a VI 30 schedule

reinforcement was imposed until 1200 reinforcements were delivered on this

schedule ,,- (150 per session).
Experimental Procedure
Phase.I:

After the animals had been on the VI 30 schedule for eight

days receiving 150 pellets per day, a choice period of 60 minutes was initiated
on the 9th day.

The E placed the food cup in the chamber in the furthermost

corner from the bar.

The freeloading food cup contained 250 pellets.

The

E then placed 5 in the chamber "rith the pOTtIer off and waited until the
animal had eaten two pellets from the freeloading food cup before turning the
apparatus on.

F. L. 5 followed this procedure for four session� and F. L.

6

followed the procedure for five sessions.
Phase II:

During the fifth session for F. L. 5 and during the sixth

'session for F. L.

6,

the same procedure was followed as in Phase I except

there were 350 pellets in the freeloading food cup.
Phase III:

'rhe 5s were returned to a Crf schedule without the freeloading
17
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food cup in the chamber and received an additional 800 reinforced h'3r presses
in the next four sessions (200 per session).
'l'he Ss were given a 40 minute choice period with the freeloading

Phase IV:

food cup in the chamber.
Phase

Vif

The Ss were given 150 reinforced bar presses.

Phase VI:

F or the next three sessions, Ss were given a 40 minute choice

period with the freeloading food cup in the chamber and 250 pellets in the
freeloading cup.
In summary the pha ses were as follows:'
Phase 1---60 minute choice period/ VI 30 schedule of reinforcement
250 pellets in the freeloading food cup
F. L. 5-four sessions
F. L. 6-five sessions
Phase 11---60 minute choice period! VI 30 schedule of reinforcement
350 pellets in the freeloading food cup
one sessjon
Phase 111---200 reinforced bar presses! continuous schedule of reinforcement
four sessions
Phase IV---40 minute choice period/ continuous schedule of reinforcement
250 pellets in the freeload "'Lng food cup
one session
Phase V---150 reinforced bar presses/ continuous schedule of reinforcement
one session
Phase VI---40 minute choice period/ continuous schedule of reinforcement
250 pellets in the freeloading food cup
three sessions
Results and Discussion
As seen by Fig.

7.

F.

L.

5 exhibited no bar pressing preference over

freeloading throughout any of the manipulations.
in the food cup and then pressed the bar.

The S ate all of the pellets

The explanation for the amounts

below 250 pellets can be attributed to the fact that several times pellets
were dropped on the chamber floor.
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Fig. 7; Noncumulattve record of the number of pellets eaten by
har pr(sssing or from the freeloading cup during cho�.ce periods of
Experi"',mt No. 3. PhAse I included a 60 minute choice 1>Jith a
variable interval of 30 second s schedule of reinforce:'1cnt. There
were 250 pel let s in the freeloading cup. Ph.'! S8 II include d the
same features as Phase I except there were 350 pellcts in the
freeload ing cup. Phase IV, VI included a 40 mi:1ute choice period
with .;>. continuous schedule of reinforcement. There were 250
pellets :1.n the freGloading cup.
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With F. L. 6 there was some indic3tion of bar pressing while there
were still pellets in the freeloading food cup in the initial three sessions
as seen in Fig. 7.

On the first experimental day, the percentage of all

pellets eaten by bar pressing was 5%. the second day was 24%, and the third
day was 16%.

None:.: of these figures closely resembles the 80% figure that

Jensen (1963) reported.

DISCUSSION
Throughout the entire study only on hvo occasions

WIS

there 8.ny

evidence of preference of bar pressing to the degree close to ifhat Jensen' s
results (1963) indicated.

1tlith F. L. 4 on the first two days of the

experimental procedure f there was evidence of b�tr pressing while there
were still pellets in the freeloading food CUPe

The preference for bar

pressing was only transitory as shown by the third day when the effect
started to diIYlinish.

By the fifth day, the animal was eating all of

the pellets from the food cup and then pressing the bar as indicated by
cumulative records such as Fig. 6.
The apparatus difference between Jensen' s study (1963) and the
present study need to be stated in order to eliminate this as a possibility
for the failure to repliC'1te Jensen' s findings..

Jensen' s chamber "ras

9 7/8 in .. by 11 l/Z J.n. by 11 3/4 in .. as compa.red with the two ch�lmbers
used in the present study which were 12 ins by 1Jhn
by 12 ine by lIt in.

.

by 13 ine and 12 in.

It does not seem feasible that this difference i-ras

great enough to occasion such large discrepancies in results.

The cups "Jere

also not significantly different as Jensen' s cup was 2t in. in diameter
and It in. deep as compared with the two cups used in the present study
which were 3 in" j.n diameter and l·� in. deep and 2t in .. by 2 in" by It in.
The type of bar used in Jensen' s study was not reported so this manipulandum
cannot be compared.
It was difficult to assess the nature of the phenomenon that Jensen

(1963) reported because the study was confined to the reporting of group
means and no direct measure of individual variability ivithin groups is

c -

available from his analysiS..

'rhat this variability
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W1S

large can be
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surmised from the fact that only one group mean
differed reliably

(p

.05)

( group 1280)

from other group means"

in his study

The degree of individual

replicp,tion one should be able to reasonably expect on the basis of his
results is therefore difficult to ascertain from the data reporting.

A

similar difficulty in assessment arises from the absence of infor

mation about the pattern of responding within a session in Jensen's stud:'�

(1963).

The present results indicate that there are distinctive patterns,

and the pattern is that most of the responding occurs at the end of the
session.
The short term nature of the Jensen

(1963)

results

(a

single test

session ) presents the possibility that the phenomenon is transitory and
possibly a result of very accidental occurrences in handling,
etc.

training,

Indications from the present study are that preference for bar pressing

diminishes rapidly if it occurs at all.

SUNt1ARY
This study examined the phenomenon of preference for bar pressing
over freeloading as a function of reinforced tri als.
directly replicate Jensen's study

(1963),

After an attempt to

several systematic replications

were also attempted to possibly lnagnify the phenomenon�
In all but one subject there was no signifi cant preference for bar
pressing over freeloading.

Bar pressing in this study seemed not to be a

function of rei nforced bar presses but af number of pellets in the food cup.
In the future,

research 1;rill be conducted to determine what effect

length of time on a parti cular sChedule will have on the amount of preference
for bar pressing.
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